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H2 Performance of Series-Parallel Networks:
A Compositional Perspective
Mathias Hudoba de Badyn, and Mehran Mesbahi
Abstract—We examine theH2 norm of matrix-weighted leader-
follower consensus on series-parallel networks. By using an
extension of electrical network theory on matrix-valued resis-
tances, voltages and currents, we show that the computation of
the H2 norm can be performed efficiently by decomposing the
network into atomic elements and composition rules. Lastly, we
examine the problem of efficiently adapting the matrix-valued
edge weights to optimize the H2 norm of the network.
I. INTRODUCTION
Networked systems are ubiquitous in many disciplines,
including robotic swarms [2], animal flocking [3], oscillator
networks [4]. A widely analyzed algorithm in networked
systems is consensus, a distributed information-sharing pro-
tocol over a network. Consensus has diverse applications in
control and estimation, such as multi-agent systems [5], [6],
distributed Kalman filtering [7], and swarm deployment [8].
System-theoretic properties of this algorithm have been exten-
sively examined in the literature, typically using the graph
Laplacian [9]. This setup allows one to draw connections
between systems aspects of distributed algorithms and the
graph structure, e.g., highlighting the role of symmetries
in inducing uncontrollable modes [10]. Various performance
measures for networks have been examined in the literature,
such as entropy and other so-called spectral measures [9], [11],
[12], as well as disturbance rejection [13]–[15]. One can use
such measures to modify the topology of the network to adapt
to antagonistic influences [14].
Most of the existing literature on consensus considers the
case where each node in the network has a scalar state.
Recently, several extensions to the case of vector-valued
node states have been proposed; such networks have matrix-
weighted edges. Properties of such networks, and their use in
formation control were considered in [16]. Further applications
of matrix-valued weighted graphs are found in the control
of coupled oscillators [17], opinion dynamics [18], spacecraft
formation control [19], and distributed estimation [20], [21].
The notions of performance and control of consensus rely
on the underlying topology of the network. As such, it is
desirable to devise algorithms for system theoretic analysis
and synthesis that are scalable and modular. One approach is
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to take smaller, atomic elements and build large-scale graphs
from them; one can then use graph-growing operations that
preserve properties such as controllability [22], [23].
In this paper, we approach the H2 performance problem
on leader-follower consensus by utilizing the paradigms of
matrix-weighted resistor networks and in particular series-
parallel networks. Such networks can be decomposed into
smaller networks via simple operations in sublinear time [24].
Many NP-hard problems on general classes of graphs become
linear on series-parallel graphs, such as finding maximum
matchings induced subgraphs and independent sets, and the
maximum disjoint triangle problem [25]. This has been ex-
ploited in a number of other disciplines. Efficient algorithms
have been derived for the Quadratic Assignment Problem [26],
the discrete time-cost tradeoff problem [27], and resource
allocation by dynamic programming [28].
The contributions of the paper are as follows. Using the
matrix-valued resistance extension of electrical networks, we
show that the analogous notion of effective resistance is
related to the H2 norm on a leader-follower consensus net-
work with vector states. By exploiting the decomposability
of series-parallel networks, we present a way of computing
the H2 norm of a leader-follower consensus network in best-
case Opkω|R| log |N |q (worst case Opkω|R||N |q) complexity,
where |R|, |N | are the number of leaders and followers,
respectively, and Opkωq is the complexity of inverting a
kˆk symmetric positive-definite matrix; the current best lower
bound for ω is 2.3728639 [29]. We also provide a gradient
descent method for adaptively re-weighting the network to
optimize H2 performance that utilizes computations of similar
complexity by again using the decomposition of series-parallel
networks. The outline of the paper is as follows: in §II, the
notation, preliminaries and problem setup are presented. Our
main results on H2 computation/adaptive re-weighting are in
§III, with conclusions in §V.
II. PRELIMINARIES & SETUP
A. Mathematical Preliminaries
For a matrix A, we respectively denote its inverse, pseudoin-
verse, transpose and conjugate transpose as A´1, A:, Aᵀ, A˚.
A graph G is a triple of sets pN , E ,Wq, where N is a set of
nodes, E Ď N 2 is a set of edges denoting pairwise connections
between nodes, and W “ tWuv P Sk`` : tu, vu P Eu is a set
of matrix-valued weights on the edges, where Skˆk`` denotes
the set of kˆk symmetric positive-definite matrices with real
entries. A graph is called directed if the edge ti, ju ‰ tj, iu,
and for edge ti, ju the node i (j) is called the head (tail) of
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ti, ju. G is undirected if for all ti, ju P E , ti, ju “ tj, iu. A
graph is called simple if it is undirected, and the weights are all
1 (or identity). To identify the nodes ti1, i2, ..., iru fi I Ď N
is to define an equivalence relation ‘„’ such that ik „ ij
for all ik, ij P I. Then, the resulting graph G1 “ pN 1, E 1q is
one whose nodes are the equivalence classes induced by ‘„’:
N 1 “  ris : i P N( “  tj P N : i „ ju : i P N(, and the
edge set tris, rjsu P E 1 for all ti, ju P E . Given two disjoint
graphs G1,G2, one may combine them through this operation
in the following way. Suppose s1 P N1, s2 P N2. Then we
write G Ð s1 „ s2 to indicate that G is obtained from G1,G2
by identifying s1 and s2.
The incidence matrix E is a |N | ˆ |E | matrix, where each
column of E corresponding to an edge ti, ju is denoted by
aij . For each edge l :“ ti, ju, where i is the tail and j is
the head, Eil “ 1 and Ejl “ ´1. If G is undirected, by
convention we write that Eil “ 1 and Ejl “ ´1 for i ą j.
Since we are dealing with matrix-valued weights, for defining
the graph Laplacian below, we need the matrices E fi Eb Ik
and Aij fi aijbIk, where Ik is the kˆk identity matrix, and
b denotes the Kronecker product. The weight matrix W is a
k|E | ˆ k|E | blockwise diagonal matrix containing the weights
Wij of each edge e. The graph Laplacian L of an undirected
graph G can be defined by the incidence and weight matrix as
L fi EWEᵀ “ řijPE AijWijAᵀij .
A tree is a connected graph with no cycles, and a leaf is
designated as a node of degree 1. A binary tree is a tree where
one node is designated as the root, and all nodes of T are
either leaves or parents. Each parent in a binary tree has one
parent and at most two children, except the root which has
no parent. The height h of a binary tree is the length of the
longest path from the root to a leaf. A complete (sometimes
called full) binary tree is one where each node has either zero
or two children. Finally, the parallel addition of two symmetric
matrices A,B is defined as A : B fi ApA`Bq:B.
B. Problem Setup
In this paper, we examine the H2 performance of leader-
follower consensus problem on matrix-valued weighted series-
parallel networks. Consider a connected weighted graph G “
pN , E ,Wq with the Laplacian L. Each node i has a state xi P
Rk. Denote a set of leaders R Ă N and a set of followers
N zR. Suppose that one is able to take over the state xi P
Rk of a leader, and thereby exert control over the followers.
Further, suppose that each leader is connected by an edge with
identity weight to a unique node in N zR, that collectively will
be called the source nodes and designated as the set R (see
Figure 1 for a schematic of the setup). Then, using B :“
B b Ik, the graph Laplacian of G can be partitioned as,
L “
„ LR ´B
´Bᵀ LGpN zRq `řiPR eiWieᵀi

,
where ei fi ei b Ik. The control matrix is given by Bᵀ “
rei1 . . . eims where R “ ti1, . . . , imu are the nodes attached
to leaders. The graph Laplacian is written as,
LGpN zRq “ EN zRWEᵀN zR “
ÿ
ti,juPEpN zRq
AijWijA
ᵀ
ij ,
V
Fig. 1: Top: leader-follower network setup. Right: electrical
“grounding” of the leader set R, and current vector es “
esbIk injected into the network via node vs; yis is the voltage
dropped from vi to R. Bottom: Identification of grounded
leader set into a single node.
where EN zR “ EN zR b Ik and EN zR is the result of
removing the rows from E corresponding to the nodes in
the leader set R. The matrix W “ BlkdiagrWes denotes the
matrix consisting of the positive-definite weights We on the
block-diagonal. The corresponding leader-follower consensus
dynamics are now given by,
9x “ ´
˜
LGpN zRq `
ÿ
iPR
eiWie
ᵀ
i
¸
x`Bᵀu, (1)
where x is the vector containing the stacked states of the
nodes, and u is the stacked vector of the leader node states–
the control inputs to the followers. We note that the Dirichlet
Laplacian ApW q fi pLGpN zRq ` řiPR eiWieᵀi q is positive
definite if G is connected.
For a linear system with measurement y “ Cx and transfer
function Gpsq “ CpsI ´Aq´1B, the H2 norm is defined as,
}Gpsq}22 “ 12pi
ż 8
´8
Tr rGpjωq˚Gpjωqs dω.
The H2 norm is a measure of the input-output energy excita-
tion of the system. If we want to examine the holistic response
of the system, we can measure all of its internal states; as such,
we subsequently assume that C “ I . In the scalar case of (1)
(i.e., k “ 1), the H2 norm of this system is given by [30],`H2G,B˘2 “ 1
2
Tr
`
BᵀApW q´1B˘ .
In the case of matrix-valued edge weights, we have the
following proposition.
Proposition 1. Consider the leader-follower consensus dy-
namics in (1) for positive integer k. Suppose that all nodes
are observed, i.e. y “ x. Then the H2 norm is given by´
H2G,B
¯2 “ 1
2
Tr
`
BᵀApW q´1B˘ .
Proof. The H2 norm is given by TrpBᵀPBq, where P satis-
fies the Lyapunov equation
´ApW qP ´ PApW qᵀ ` I “ 0.
The ansatz P “ 12ApW q´1 yields the solution.
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The contributions of the paper are the following. First, we
use an electrical perspective on the leader-follower consensus
dynamics, as well as a decomposition of series-parallel net-
works, to compute the H2 performance on a class of two-
terminal series-parallel graphs. In particular, we show that
when adding networks in series and parallel, the H2 norm
follows a similar composition procedure as adding resistors
in series and parallel. Secondly, we provide an adaptive
procedure to re-weight the network to minimize the H2 norm–
this procedure computes the ‘power’ dissipated across the
network as part of a gradient update, and so can also be
computed efficiently using a decomposition of series-parallel
networks.
This extends the work in [1] by considering vector-valued
node states, and therefore matrix-valued edge weights. We
show that by using a generalization of electrical network
theory with matrix-valued resistors, such as in [31], the elec-
trical interpretation of the H2 performance of leader-follower
consensus holds, and that the computations in the scalar-state
case can naturally be extended to analogous, but non-trivial,
electrical computations in the vector-state case.
C. Electrical Network Models
One can view consensus through the lens of electrical
network theory [14], [31]. In the leader-follower setup of
§II-B, consider the graph G “ pN , E ,Wq with We P Sn``. The
weight We represents a matrix-valued resistor on each edge
e :“ ij with matrix-valued conductance Wij . A generalized
current (see [31]) from node u to v with intensity i P Rkˆk
is an edge function I : E Ñ Rkˆk such that
ÿ
tk,luPE
k“p
Itk,lu ´
ÿ
tl,kuPE
k“p
Itl,ku “
$’&’%
i p “ u
´i p “ v
0kˆk else
@p P N ,
and there exists a node function V : N Ñ Rkˆk satisfying
Refftu,vuItu,vu “ Vu ´Vv, @tu, vu P E .
In this setting, the power dissipated across an edge with a
matrix weight Reffe and current Ie is given by the inner product,
Pepieq “ Tr
`
IᵀeR
eff
e Ie
˘
,
which reduces to the familiar formula P “ i2R when k “ 1.
Proposition 2. Let R1 and R2 denote two-matrix valued
resistances in Sk``, and consider the current I P Rkˆk across
R1 and R2 in parallel. Then, the effective resistance across
the join is given by Rtot “ R1 : R2.
Proof. Recall that power with current I dissipates across a
parallel join according to the infimal convolution,
PppIq “ min TrpI
ᵀ
1R1I1q ` TrpIᵀ2R2I2q
s.t. I1 ` I2 “ I (2)
fi pP1 ˝ P2q pIq.
Applying the identity pf ˝ gq˚ “ f˚ ` g˚, where f˚ denotes
the Fenchel conjugate, to Problem (2) yields the minimum
PppIq “ TrpIᵀpR1 : R2qIq.
s
p
s
s
s
p
s
s
p
s
Fig. 2: Decomposition trees of two graphs.
Furthermore, the ith k ˆ k block on the diagonal of the
matrix,
ApW q´1 “
¨˝ ÿ
ti,juPE
AijWijA
ᵀ
ij `
ÿ
iPR
eiWie
ᵀ
i
‚˛´1
form the matrix-valued effective resistances from node i P
N zR to R, denoted Reffu pRq. Note that when x P Rnkˆk
is a matrix of stacked k ˆ k current matrices injected into
n nodes of G, then the matrix A´1x is the stacked matrix
of the voltage drops from each node to the grounded leader
node set. In particular, the sth k ˆ k block of A´1x is
denoted Blkkˆks rA´1xs, and if x “ pes b Ikq “ es, then
this corresponds to a current of identity intensity injected into
node s; again, this setup is shown in Figure 1. Finally, we
denote the quantity Ysi “ Blkkˆki rA´1ess, as the voltage drop
from node i to R under identity current injected into node s;
this reduces to the corresponding scalar definition seen in [30]
when k “ 1.
D. Series-Parallel Graph Models
In this paper, we consider the class of graphs known as
series-parallel graphs. Given a series-parallel graph, there
exist efficient (i.e., Oplog |N |q) algorithms that decompose
the graph into atomic structures and simple composition
operations on them [24], [32], [33].
Definition 1 (Two-Terminal Series-Parallel Graphs). An
acyclic graph is called two-terminal series-parallel (TTSP) if
it can be defined recursively as follows:
1) The graph defined by two vertices connected by an edge
(a 1-path) is a TTSP graph, where one node is labeled
the source, and the other the sink.
2) If G1 “ pN1, E1q and G2 “ pN2, E2q are TTSP where
Si “ tsiu, Ti “ ttiu are the unique source and sink of
Gi, then the following operations produce TTSP graphs:
a) Parallel Addition: Gp Ð s1 „ s2, t1 „ t2.
b) Series Addition: Gs Ð t1 „ s2.
Denote the parallel join of G1 and G2 as G1 m G2, and the
corresponding series join as G1 d G2, see Fig 3.
The two recursive operations defining the TTSP graph
model allow for a simple constructive approach for defining
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graphs from atomic elements. Indeed, efficient algorithms exist
that decompose TTSP graphs into a decomposition tree with
the following structure [24], [32], [33].
Definition 2 (TTSP Decomposition Tree). A TTSP decompo-
sition tree of a TTSP graph G is a binary tree T pGq with the
following properties:
1) T is a complete (sometimes called full) binary tree, in
that every node has either 2 or 0 children.
2) Every leaf of T corresponds to a 1-path.
3) Every parent of T corresponds to either a series or
parallel addition operation from Def. 1 on its children.
In the following proposition, we quantify the height of the
tree in terms of the size of the resulting graph.
Proposition 3 (Properties of T pGq [1]). Let G be a TTSP
graph with N nodes constructed from l 1-paths with p parallel
joins and s series joins. Then, the heignt of T pGq is bounded
by log2 pN ` 2p´ sq ď h ď 12 pN ` 2p` sq ´ 2.
III. SYSTEM-THEORETIC ANALYSIS ON
SERIES-PARALLEL GRAPHS
A. Synthesis of H2-Optimal Networks
In this section, we discuss an efficient algorithm on series-
parallel networks for an a priori synthesis computation of the
H2 norm. First, we define an all-input series-parallel graph
(AITTSP), an example of which is shown in Figure 5.
Definition 3 (All-Input TTSP Graphs). Consider a graph G in
the setup of the leader-follower consensus dynamics. Identify
each leader node i1, i2, . . . , ir P R as one node l connected
to all source nodes s P R, as depicted in Figure 1. The graph
G is called an all-input two-terminal series-parallel graph if,
for all source nodes s P R, G is TTSP with s as the source
and l as the sink.
Next, let us examine the structure of the H2 norm in the
context of the leader-follower consensus setup in §II-B.
Lemma 1. Consider the leader-follower consensus setup with
C “ I b Ik. Then,`H2G,B˘2 “ 1
2
ÿ
sPR
Tr rYsss “ 12
ÿ
sPR
Tr
“
ρeffs,R
‰
.
Proof. We note that,`H2G,B˘2 “ 1
2
Tr
`
BᵀA´1B
˘
“ 1
2
Tr
˜ ÿ
i,sPR
pei b IkqA´1is pes b Ikqᵀ
¸
“ 1
2
Tr
˜ÿ
sPR
pes b IkqA´1is pes b Ikqᵀ
¸
“ 1
2
ÿ
sPR
Tr
”
Blkkˆks
“
A´1es
‰ı
“ 1
2
ÿ
sPR
Tr rYsss “ 12
ÿ
sPR
Tr
“
ρeffs,R
‰
. (3)
Each quantity Yss on the left side of the sum in (3) is the
voltage drop from the source node s P R to the grounded
leader node set R (depicted in Figure 1: Right, if vs “ vi).
This is precisely the voltage dropped over the last parallel
join of the series-parallel decomposition of an all-input TTSP
graph; the join in question is exactly the one depicted in
Figure 5. We can utilize this observation to efficiently compute
the H2 norm a priori knowing only the weights of the edges
and the decomposition tree of G.
We use the following setup. Consider a TTSP graph G with
source node s and sink node t. Ground the source node s,
and consider the grounded Laplacian A with respect to the
grounded source s. This is a leader-follower system with a
single leader.
This parallel join, depicted in Figure 5, effectively makes
one of the terminals of the resulting graph an element of R,
and the other terminal (the sink) an element of R. The control
matrix of the leader-follower consensus problem corresponds
to exactly those elements in R, which are the ‘sinks’ of the
TTSP graph used in that computation. Therefore, our choice
of B must always select the state of the sink vector t; hence
B “ et “ et b Ik.
We now proceed in two steps. First, we need a lemma
that essentially states that for an arbitrary TTSP graph, there
exists an equivalent 1-path TTSP graph with the same effective
resistance. Then, any composition rule on arbitrary TTSP
graphs can be reduced to a composition on the equivalent 1-
paths, simplifying the analysis. Afterward, we show that the
series-parallel composition of graphs produces a similar series-
parallel computation of the H2 performance.
Lemma 2. Consider two graphs: an arbitrary TTSP graph
G1 with source s1 and sink t1 with effective resistance ρeffs1,t1 ,
and a 1-path TTSP graph G2 with source s2 and sink t2 with
effective resistance ρeffs2,t2 . Let their respective control matrices
be B1 “ et1 and B2 “ et2 . Further suppose that ρeffs1,t1 “
ρeffs2,t2 . Then, pH21q2 “ pH22q2.
Proof. The setup of the graphs in the statement of the lemma
is a leader-follower consensus with grounded (leader) nodes
s1, s2. Therefore, we can invoke Lemma 1: denoting the
graphs’ respective Dirichlet Laplacians as A1, A2 we can
compute,
pH21q2 “ 1
2
Tr
”
peᵀt1 b Ikq rA1s´1 pet1 b Ikq
ı
“ 1
2
ρeffs1,t1 “
1
2
ρeffs2,t2 “
1
2
Tr
”
Bᵀ2 rA2s´1B2
ı
“ pH22q2.
Lemma 2 will allow us to reduce the computation of the
H2 norm of a composite TTSP graph to the computation of
H2 norms of an equivalent 1-path. This allows us to prove the
following theorem.
Theorem 1. Consider the leader-follower consensus setup
in §II-B on two graphs: an arbitrary TTSP graph G1 with
source s1 and sink t1, and a second arbitrary TTSP graph
G2 with source s2 and sink t2. Let the Dirichlet Laplacian
of Gi grounded with respect to its source si be Ai, and
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s
(a) Series join of 1-paths
p
(b) Parallel join of 1-paths
Fig. 3: Series and parallel joins of weighted 1-paths.
its control matrix be Bi “ eti “ ei b Ik. Then, the H2
norm of the corresponding dynamics is given by pH2Giq2 “
1
2TrrBᵀi rAis´1Bis. Furthermore,`H2G1dG2˘2 “ `H2G1˘2 ` `H2G2˘2 (4)`H2G1mG2˘2 ď `H2G1˘2 : `H2G2˘2 , (5)
with equality in the last display if and only if ρeffs1,t1 “ cρeffs2,t2
for c ą 0.
Proof. By Lemma 1, the H2 norm of an arbitrary graph can
be computed from an equivalent 1-path. Hence, we need to
show (4) and (5) for series and parallel joins of 1-paths.
Consider the 1-paths in Figure 3, with weights W1,W2 P
Sk`` between the sources (square nodes) and sinks (circular
nodes). The Dirichlet Laplacians of both with respect to the
grounded source nodes are simply LG1 “ rW1s , LG2 “ rW2s ,
and their respective control matrices are BG1 “ BG2 “ Ik and
H2 norms are pH2G1q2 “ 12TrrW´11 s, pH2G2q2 “ 12TrrW´12 s.
Similarly, the Laplacians of the series and parallel joins in
Figure 3 are,
LG1mG2 “ rW1 `W2s , LG1dG2 “
„
W1 `W2 ´W2
´W2 W2

.
The control matrices are BG1mG2 “ Ik, BG1dG2 “ r0kˆk Iks.
Therefore, the H2 norm in the series join case is`H2G1dG2˘2
“ 1
2
Tr
«“
0kˆk Ik
‰ „W1 `W2 ´W2
´W2 W2
´1 „
0kˆk
Ik
ff
“ 1
2
´
W2 ´W2 pW1 `W2q´1W2
¯´1
, (6)
where (6) follows from standard block matrix inversion for-
mulae. Note that we can write
W1pW1 `W2q´1W2 “W2 ´W2 pW1 `W2q´1W2.
Inverting this expression and substituting into (6) yields,`H2G1dG2˘2 “ 1
2
`
W1pW1 `W2q´1W2
˘´1
“ 1
2
W´11 `
1
2
W´12 “
`H2G1˘2 ` `H2G2˘2 ,
as desired. We can compute the H2 norm in the parallel join
case by invoking Theorem 13 from [34], which states that for
A,B P Sk``, TrpA : Bq ď TrpAq : TrpBq, with equality if
and only if A “ cB for some c ą 0. By this result, and by
Lemma 1, we can compute:`H2G1mG2˘2 “ 1
2
Tr
“
ρeff1 : ρ
eff
2
‰ ď 1
2
`
Tr
“
ρeff1
‰
: Tr
“
ρeff2
‰˘
“ `H2G1˘2 : `H2G2˘2 .
This concludes the proof.
We now propose Algorithm 1 for computing the H2 norm
of an AITTSP graph with control input es. If the matrix
weights across the graph are scalar multiples of each other
(which is the case when k “ 1), Algorithm 1 computes
precisely the H2 norm; otherwise it computes an upper bound.
Algorithm 1: H2 norm of AITTSP Graph with B “ ei
Input: Decomposition tree T pGq, weights WpGq, ei
Result: Upper bound on pH2Gq2
for each leaf L of T pGq do
Output pH2Lq2 “ 12W´1L to parent;
for each parent j of T pGq do
if received H2Gi from both children then
if j is a series join then
Output pH2q2 Ð
`H2G1˘2 ` `H2G2˘2 to
parent;
else
Output pH2q2est Ð
`H2G1˘2 : `H2G2˘2 to
parent;
else
wait;
return pH2q2 at root node of T pGq.
Theorem 2. Consider the leader-follower consensus dynamics
as in §II-B on an all-input TTSP graph G. Then, the H2 norm
of this system is given by´
H2G,B
¯2
fi ´1
2
Tr
“
BᵀA´1B
‰ “ ÿ
sPR
`H2G,es˘2 ,
and the best-case complexity of computing this H2 norm
is Opkω|R| log |N |q, and the worst-case complexity is
Opkω|R||N |q.
Proof. We can compute:´
H2G,B
¯2 “ ´1
2
ÿ
sPR
Tr
“
eᵀsA
´1es
‰ “ ÿ
sPR
“H2G2,es‰2 .
This is a sum of |R| H2 norms of leader-follower consensus
networks with control input es. Since at each layer of the
decomposition tree T pGq each computation happens inde-
pendently, the complexity depends on the height h of the
decomposition tree. Hence, the complexity is determined by
h, which by Proposition 3 is Oplog |N |q, and Op|N |q for best
and worst-case, respectively. Each call of the three algorithms
must be done |R| times. Algorithm 1 may perform an inversion
of a kˆ k matrix, which has complexity Opkωq. Algorithm 2
requires computing pI1, I2q “ argP1 ˝ P2, given by
pR´1eff1pR´1eff1 : R´1eff2qIin, R´1eff2pR´1eff1 : R´1eff2qIinq,
over every parallel join, which also requires inverting two kˆk
matrices (the parallel addition of resistances is computed in
Algorithm 1).
B. Noise Rejection and Adaptive Weight Design
It is often the case that one wishes to adapt the network
in order to reject noise. For example, in a swarm of UAVs
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performing consensus on heading, it is undesirable for the
swarm to be influenced by wind gusts [30]. Similarly, one may
wish to design matrix-weighted networks in order to reject
noise during distributed attitude control and estimation [16].
In this section, we discuss a protocol that allows the network
to quickly adapt its interaction edge weights to minimize the
collective network response to such disturbances.
Consider the leader-follower consensus dynamics setup
from §II-B, and the task of re-assigning weights to the edges
of the network to minimize the H2 norm. This can be done
via the optimization problem,
min
´
H2G,B
¯2 “ 12Tr `BᵀApW q´1B˘
s.t. W :“ BlkdiagpWeq
We P Skˆk`` , @e P E
Ue ľWe ľ Le, @e P E , Le, Pe P Skˆk`` .
(7)
Remark 1. One must include the bounds in Problem (7) in
order to prevent edges from becoming disconnected, or from
becoming arbitrarily ‘large’ (in the sense of the Loewner
order on We). This also motivates adding a regularizer term
1
2h
ř
ePE }We}2 for some matrix norm }¨} to the cost function.
The key features of optimization problem (7) are highlighted
in the following proposition and proven in the appendix.
Proposition 4. Consider the setting of Problem (7). Then,
1) The objective fW “ 12Tr
`
BᵀApW q´1B˘ is strongly
convex on the cone of positive-definite matrices We P
Sk``.
2) The gradient of the objective function with respect to a
single edge weight We at a point H P Sk`` is given
by ∇fWerHs “ ´ 12QᵀQ, where Q “ AᵀeA´1es, and
Ysi “ Blkkˆki
“
A´1 pes b Ikq
‰
, where A´1 is evaluated
with H in place of We.
We can solve Problem (7) using a projected gradient descent
algorithm:
xt`1 “ ProjC
ˆ
xt ` 1
h
?
t
∇xfpxtq
˙
,
where C is the cone generated by the constraints of Prob-
lem (7).
Following Remark 1, let us include a Frobenius norm
penalty on the edge weights in the cost:
fpW q “ 1
2
Tr
“
BᵀA´1B
‰` h
2
ÿ
ePE
Tr pW ᵀeWeq2 .
The gradient of the penalty term with respect to We is simply
hWe, so each edge in the network updates its weight according
to the dynamics given by the gradient update
W t`1e “ ProjC
„ˆ
1´ 1?
t
˙
W te ` 1
h
?
t
∇fWerW te s

. (8)
Problem (7) in the scalar edge weight case was examined
in [30]. In this case, an efficient projection onto the constraint
set is via the } ¨ }8 norm. In the case of matrix edge weights,
there is no such natural projection. Instead, at each step one
solves the problem ProjCpXq “ minY PCXSn`` }Y ´ X} for
some matrix norm } ¨ }. However, if k is relatively small
s
s
p
s
p
s
Fig. 4: Nested infimal convolution/sum computations over the
decomposition tree & series-parallel graph in Figure 2. Beige
circles (always on the left) denote sources, red squares (always
on the right) denote sinks at each step.
compared to the size of the overall network, then this operation
is not the most computationally expensive part of the setup.
The complexity in solving Problem (7) lies in computing the
gradient ∇fWerHs, as it requires the voltage drops Ysi ,Ysj
for each edge ti, ju P E .
We now present an algorithm for computing this quantity
on all-input two-terminal series-parallel graphs, and a char-
acterization of its complexity. Informally, the algorithm is
as follows. For each source node s, the algorithm utilizes
the decomposition tree of G with s as the source and the
grounded leader set as the sink; this is why G needs to be TTSP
with respect to all source nodes. The voltage drops can be
computed from resistances and currents across each join, and
the currents can be extracted from the power dissipated across
each join. Hence, the effective resistances are computed first,
as in Algorithm 2. Starting from the root of the decomposition
tree, the currents at each join can be computed by Eq. (2),
as in Algorithm 3 and depicted in Figure 4. Finally, the
voltage drops over each branch are computed starting from
the leaves of the decomposition tree, as in Algorithm 4.
Algorithm 2: Effective Resistance over AITTSP Graph
Input: Decomposition tree T pGq
Edge weights WpGq
Result: Effective resistances ρpGq over T pGq
for each leaf of T pGq do
Output Reff “W´1e to parent;
for each parent j of T pGq do
if received Reffi from both children i “ 1, 2 then
if j is a series join then
Output Reff “ Reff1 `Reff2 to parent;
else
Output Reff “ Reff1 : Reff2 to parent;
else
wait;
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p
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Fig. 5: Left: An all-input TTSP graph. Right: Parallel joins
across R to R used to compute Yss .
Algorithm 3: Branch Currents over AITTSP Graph
Input: Decomposition tree T pGq
Effective resistances ρpGq
Result: Currents IpGq over T pGq
for each parent j of T pGq do
if j is root then
if j is a series join then
Output Iout “ Ik to children;
else
Output pI1, I2q “ argP1 ˝ P2 to children;
else if received Iin from parent then
if j is a series join then
Output Iout “ Iin to children;
else
Output pI1, I2q “ argP1 ˝ P2 to children;
else
wait;
Algorithm 4: Voltage Drops over AITTSP Graph
Input: Decomposition tree T pGq
Effective resistances ρpGq over T pGq
Currents IpGq over T pGq
Result: Voltage drops Ysi over T pGq
for each leaf of T pGq do
Output Ve “W´1e Ie to parent;
for each parent j of T pGq do
if received Vei from both children i “ 1, 2 then
if j is a series join then
Output Vout “ Vin1 `Vin2 to parent;
else
Output Vout “ Vin1 “ Vin2 to parent;
else
wait;
Remark 2. Following Theorem 2, the best/worst-case com-
plexity of computing the voltage drops ysi in the update scheme
of (8) is Op|R| log |N |q, and Op|R||N |q, respectively.
IV. EXAMPLE
We perform the gradient descent on the TTSP graph in
Figure 6 with 3 leader nodes, identified to a single node
depicted as an orange square. The weights are assumed to be
elements of S2``, which have 3 independent elements. These
independent elements of each weight Wti,ju are represented
Fig. 6: Edge weights at iterations 1 (top), 3 (left), & 5 (right).
Grounded leader node is the orange square. Initial weights
exaggerated for clarity.
Fig. 7: Convergence of gradient descent weight update for
optimal H2 performance on the graphs in Figure 6.
as a multi-edge, with 3 edges between each node i and its
neighbour j. The edges connecting the leader nodes to the
source nodes are identity weights, and the remaining weights
and bounds were randomly initialized, with weight penalty of
h “ 0.05. The algorithm convergence is shown in Figure 7.
In this setup, each node in G computes one of the indepen-
dent calculations at each layer of the decomposition tree T .
This is possible as each layer has at most l2 computations, and
G has at least l2 ` 2 nodes, where l is the number of leaves in
the decomposition tree. Algorithms 2-4 are then executed in
this manner for each s P R, ultimately outputting the voltage
drops Ysi ,Y
s
j which are used to compute ∇Wti,jufWti.ju . Each
edge ti, ju is then updated according to (8).
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper we discussed how to utilize the compositional
aspects of two-terminal series-parallel graphs to efficiently
compute performance measures on leader-follower consen-
sus networks. In particular, we have shown that given a
decomposition tree of a TTSP graph, one can compute the
H2 norm, and a gradient update for network reweighting, in
best-case and worst-case complexity of Opkω|R| log |N |q and
Opkω|R||N |q, respectively.
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APPENDIX
Proof of Proposition 4: In this setup, H22 is given by
1
2
ÿ
sPR
Tr
“
eTs A
´1es
‰
, A “ AcWcATc `
ÿ
ePEzc
AeWeA
T
e .
We want to find the gradient of the H2 norm with respect to
Wc for each c P E , and we do this by computing the gradients
for each s P R of Tr “eTs A´1es‰ :“ pα ˝ β ˝ γqrWcs, where,
αpXq “ TrpeTs Xesq, dαpXqrHs “ TrpeTs Hesq
βpXq “ X´1, dβpXqrHs “ ´X´1HX´1
γpXq “ AcXATc `
ÿ
ePEzc
AeWeA
T
e , dγpXqrHs “ AcHATc
dpα ˝ β ˝ γqrHs “ ´Tr “eTs A´1AcHATc A´1es‰ , A “ γpHq.
Let Q “ ATc A´1es. Then, the gradient at a point H is
dpα ˝ β ˝ γqrHs “ ´Tr “QTHQ‰ “ x´QTQ,Hy,
and so the gradient at H is ´QTQ. Let l “ ti, ju. Then,
Q “ ATl A´1es “
`
eTi b Ik ´ eTj b Ik
˘
A´1 pes b Ikq .
This is precisely Q “ Blkkˆki
“
A´1es
‰´Blkkˆkj “A´1es‰ :“
Ysi ´Ysj , or the difference in matrix-valued voltage drops to
the grounded leader node from node i to node j. Hence, the
gradient with respect to weight Wc is given by ∇WcH22rHs “
´ 12
ř
sPR
`
Ysi ´Ysj
˘T `
Ysi ´Ysj
˘
, where A´1 is computed
with H in place of Wc.
